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OBJECTIVE:  To describe the expression of time, numbers and measures.

INTRODUCTION: As in previous practical we understood about different degree

of facial expressions. Similarly there are variation in expressing time, numbers and

other different measurements.

Like -

for telling number of years we use both hands together instead of using only one

hand for telling number of years,

for telling months we use only one directional movement like one month, two

month, instead of month one, month two etc.,

for telling hours  we use one round movement along with number. Like one

hour, two hour instead of hour-one, hour-two etc., and

for telling money we use rupee one, rupee two, rupee ten in combination with

sign and number.

- Year (Y) + number( 1) =  1year (Single sign)

- Month +1

- Hour + 1

- 2 rupees, 3 rupees

- Two min, five min

- Class one, class two
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Examples of statements in sign:

1. HOUSE ROOMS FIVE.

2. ARRIVE  HOUR 3

3. 5 YEAR SCHOOL STAY

4. DRIVE  ONE HOUR

5. TRAINING THREE MONTHS.

6. CANDY RS.5/-

7. TEACHER COMING 5 MINUTE.

Learners will watch sentences and just note on a paper whether they think each sentence

is right or wrong.

OBSERVATION TABLE:

Right/Wrong Reason

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

RECORD YOUR FINDINGS AS VIDEO: You observed the interpreter and

discussed points related to the sign language assignment and also found the facts related

to it. Now on the basis of information collected by you, make a video clip in which you

explain all your points in detail.


